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Ground Rules
• I am not a metadata expert
• I’m counting on you to point out areas of 
critical importance that I’ve overlooked
• Questions and discussion are strongly 
encouraged
• I reserve the right to limit discussion on any 
particular topic to ensure broad coverage
3Overview
• Framing the problem
• Unique resources
• User created metadata
• Research data
• Implicit, intentional, and programmatic
• Discussion
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What is Metadata for?
• Discovery and access - How do I ﬁnd the 
thing I want? 
• Description, comprehension, and context - 
Once I’ve found the object, how can I 
understand it and explore the knowledge 
framework in which it exists?
56
Discovery of full-text materials can happen independent 
of metadata7
Even image materials are starting to be discoverable 
without metadatahttp://ﬂickr.com/photos/library_of_congress/2163452890/
8
More important than discovery and access is context - 
Metdata that helps users understand the meaning of a 
resource9
In this case, the image is associated with a major news 
eventDean B. Krafft
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What kind of Metadata are we 
discussing?
• Professional - controlled vocabularies, 
ontologies, expert understanding
• Contributed - tags, annotation, context, 
unique knowledge, requires community
• Programmatic - requires analysis & 
programming, scales well
• Intentional/implicit - requires large amounts 
of usage data, rich get richer
$$$$
$
$$
$$
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Lorcan Dempsey categorization of metadataDean B. Krafft
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What will be the focus for 
Metadata in ﬁve years?
• Dealing mostly with digital objects
• Primarily for non-printed-text resources: 
image, video, datasets, sound, handwritten,  
physical/conceptual surrogates
• Focused on unique resources & special 
collections
• Metadata is for computers
11Overview
• Framing the problem
• Unique resources
• User created metadata
• Research data
• Implicit, intentional, and programmatic
• Discussion
• Unique resources
12
Where do we need professional metadata?13
Commodity resources will get metadata from many 
sources14
Unique, non-text Cornell resources are the prime target 
for professional Cornell metadata. We have unique 
knowledge about these artifacts.15
There are also non-unique resources for which Cornell 
can provide unique expertise and insight.16
and they don’t even have to be traditional Library-held 
materialsDean B. Krafft
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What Metadata?
• ARTstor platform challenge
• Primary focus on VRA Core, accepts key/
value attributes
• Expanding the platform to cover all image 
materials
• What services are dependent on common 
metadata?
17
Speciﬁc challenge for images stored using the ARTstor 
platform18
What metadata formats do we use to describe these 
materials?Overview
• Framing the problem
• Unique resources
• User created metadata
• Research data
• Implicit, intentional, and programmatic
• Discussion
• User created metadata
1920
You really can get volunteers to create structures of 
lasting value21
Huge number of web examples of users contributing 
information resources together with important metadata22
Flickr Commons23
Supports tags, comments, and image annotationsDean B. Krafft
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LoC Flickr Project
• 10.4 million views of the photos on Flickr
• 7,166 comments left on 2,873 photos by 
2,562 unique Flickr users
• 67,176 tags added by 2,518 unique users
• < 25 instances of inappropriate user content
• Views of Bain images at LoC rose 60%
24
LoC recently released an initial report on their Flickr 
project, which they regard as quite successful25
LibraryThing is a major aggregation of user-contributed 
metadata on individual books and libraries26
Extensive tagging27
Provides interesting context and allows exploring the 
library space in many ways28
Users provide ratings, cover images, tags, reviews, and 
discussions29
Authors also exist as resources. Moreover, LibraryThing 
is now creating a crowdsourced author authority list.30
Existing author records can be combined, and “Common 
Knowledge” provided.http://historical.library.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/
cul.ezra/docviewer?
did=000031&seq=723&frames=0&view=50
Ezra Cornell Correspondence
1867-1868
August 29, 1868 - September 
17, 1868 : [57 digital images]
Box 31, Folder 15
TOPICS:
Cascadilla Place; Wisconsin 
lands; Cornell University: 
establishment of Library, 
natural history collection.
31
A Cornell resource that’s a prime candidate for 
contributed metadata - originally cataloged only at the 
folder levelNY Times
published
March 30, 
1880
3233
The Cornell community provides a unique pool of 
authenticated contributors, many with known authority 
and expertiseExpertVoices
34
Some tools we developed in the NSDL project to support 
the contribution of resources, metadata, and contextExpertVoices Interaction
35
Supports providing simple metadata about the blog post 
itself, as well as resources within it.Referenced Resources
<dct:references> in metadata
http://ndr.nsdl.org/api/get/2200/20070828124324051T/format_nsdl_dc
 
Relationships in objects
http://ndr.nsdl.org/api/get/2200/20070828124324051T
... 
<dct:references xsi:type="dct:URI">
     http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Library/GlobalWarming/
</dct:references> 
<dct:references xsi:type="dct:URI">
     http://wiki.nsdl.org/index.php/Global_Warming_Still_Debated_on_NSDL </
dct:references> 
...
... 
<relationships>
     <nsdl:relatedto>2200/20070828124316248T</nsdl:relatedto>
     <nsdl:relatedto>2200/20070828124316248T</nsdl:relatedto>
</relationships>
...
3637
Wiki also supports simple metadata and related 
resourcesRepository Relationships
38
Common references create further implied relationships 
creating a web of context.Discovery/Access Overlay View
Cornell User 
View
API/UI
Discovery layer 
with Relations 
& Annotations
Library 
Resources in 
Multiple 
Repositories
ARTstor                       HathiTrust                eCommons
39
We can generalize from the NSDL experience to a 
discovery/access/context overlay system for the Cornell 
LibraryDean B. Krafft
December 19, 2008
User contributed metadata
• Crowdsources importance and context
• Can range from folksonomic tags to 
structured controlled vocabulary terms
• Leverages passionate communities
• Supports creating context and relationships
40
LoC observation on crowdsourcing importance of photosOverview
• Framing the problem
• Unique resources
• User created metadata
• Research data
• Implicit, intentional, and programmatic
• Discussion
• Research data
41Supporting eResearch
• Preserving primary digital data tied to 
intermediate work products and publication
• Ensuring ﬁxity, security and recoverability
• Developing cross-disciplinary ontologies and 
metadata mappings
• Pulling order and information from data, 
descriptions, and observations across 
multiple disciplines
Image courtesy
climateandfarming.org
42“Integrate library and archival sciences, 
cyberinfrastructure, computer and 
information sciences, and domain science 
expertise to provide reliable digital 
preservation, access, integration, and 
analysis capabilities for science and/or 
engineering over a decades-long 
timeline.”
NSF Datanet Challenge
National Science Foundation Solicitation 07-601
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The Data Conservancy
• Collaboration of Johns Hopkins, Cornell, 
NCAR, UCLA, UIUC, and others
• Carl Lagoze, Steve Kelling, Jim Cordes, 
Mirek Riedewald, Dean Krafft from Cornell
• $4 million/year for ﬁve years with possible 
ﬁve year extension
• Just approved by NSB
44Alex Szalay - from http://www.eresearch.edu.au/
docs/270607/Alex_Szalay_v1.pdf
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“All scientiﬁc observations share the same semantic 
template: they consist of an object/event/phenomenon 
captured via some observing method at a location/
time and recorded as some database entry/spectrum/
image.”
• From telescopes mapping the galaxies to citizen bird 
counts to Antarctic ice cores
• Cross-disciplinary model that supports discipline-
speciﬁc elements
• Graph-based data model with semantic (ontology-
derived) attributes
4647
Describing and combining cross-disciplinary dataDean B. Krafft
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Neurocommons Project
• Courtesy John Wilbanks’ CNI presentation
• Goal: Enable neurobiology scientists to 
integrate research data from many different 
databases into new research and publications
• Licensing challenges are daunting
• Ontology/naming challenges equally daunting
48John Wilbanks
49
Courtesy John Wilbanks - MIT coffee drinking ontology50
Project makes heavy use of semantic web technologies 
and tools: RDF, OWL, SPARQL to enable cross project and 
database usage of neuroscience research materials51
Example of an article listing the databases that it relies 
on52
They make use of a foundry of relevant ontologies and 
mappings53
Example of Amphibian OntologyDean B. Krafft
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Common Naming
1. Each URI must have a clear intended referent.
2. URI documentation must be available via HTTP and 
provided in RDF.
3. Provision of URI documentation must be an ongoing 
concern outliving the original database.
4. The provider of the URI documentation must be 
responsive to community needs.
5. URI documentation must be open so that it can be 
replicated and reused. 
54
Wilbanks identiﬁed common naming as critical for 
making computational connections between ontologies 
and databases, and allowing cross-database queries55
Here’s an example of a page “behind” on of the URIs. 
Note that the format and content of this page needs to 
be appropriate for human interpretation - need to decide 
what object/concept the URI really representsJohn Wilbanks
5657
Local project that makes use of a variety of metadata 
schema and ontologies - primarily for documentation, 
discovery, and access - not direct cross-database query5859- Good metadata is essential to discovering and reusing 
data: you can’t just Google a table of numbers the way 
you can with text on a website or in a book.  And you 
need to know precisely what the numbers represent.
- Creating metadata can be a lot of work.
- Library staff who have happen to have expertise in a 
subject area can assist in creating metadata, but:
- In many cases, someone from the research group who 
thoroughly understands the data will need to create the 
metadata. 
Metadata Management in DataStaR
Courtesy Brian Lowe
60 <owl:Class rdf:ID="EMLURL">
    <rdfs:comment rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
    >A URL (Uniform Resource Locator) from
                    which this resource can be downloaded or additional
                    information can be obtained. If accessing the URL would
                    directly return the data stream, then the "function"
                    attribute should be set to "download".  If the URL
                    provides further information about downloading the
                    object but does not directly return the data stream, then
                    the "function" attribute should be set to "information".
                    If the "function" attribute is omitted, then "download"
                    is implied for the URL function.
                    In more complex cases where a non-standard connection
                    must be established that complies with application
                    specific procedures beyond what can be described in the
                    simple URL, then the "connection" element should
                    be used instead of the URL element.</rdfs:comment>
  </owl:Class>
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="EMLThesaurus"/>
  <owl:Class rdf:ID="EMLAlternateIdentifier">
    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Thing"/>
    <rdfs:subClassOf>
      <owl:Restriction>
        <owl:cardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"
        >1</owl:cardinality>
        <owl:onProperty>
          <owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:ID="hasValue"/>
        </owl:onProperty>
      </owl:Restriction>
    </rdfs:subClassOf>
  </owl:Class>
61Overview
• Framing the problem
• Unique resources
• User created metadata
• Research data
• Implicit, intentional, and programmatic
• Discussion
• Implicit, intentional, and programmatic
6263
The king of programmatic and intentional analysis and 
discovery of information resources64
We have an opportunity to make use of our LDC to both 
do research and create unique ﬁnding aids across 3-4 
million monograph volumes65
This kind of programmatic analysis is not limited to text 
- 3D reconstruction of user-contributed images6667
LibraryThing also has a huge database of user-
contributed information 68
Obvious - recommendations69
Less obvious - maximum distance70
Less obvious - identifying strong disagreementDean B. Krafft
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Sitting on a Gold Mine
• Univ. of Huddersﬁeld just released a major 
portion of their book circulation and 
recommendation database
• 80,000 titles, 3 million records,13 years
• Open Data Commons/CC0 license
• Aggregated/anonymized - no privacy issues
7172
Start of the circulation data ﬁle73
Supports recommendations based on common usage74
Should Cornell be making use of the data we have about 
our resources and usage?Courtesy Kathy Sierra/WickedlySmart.com
Discussion
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Questions
• Where should we focus our limited 
professional metadata resources?
• When and how is it appropriate to use 
contributed metadata?
• Can we make use of Cornell community 
usage patterns, and at what level and with 
whom should we aggregate?
• What should we do here, where should we 
partner, and what should we let others do?
76